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On March 8 the Associated
Press declared that the Bull Market
reached the ten-year mark. The
period was measured from the
depths of the great recession in
March of 2009 to March 2019.
Ironically, the declaration came at
the end of the worst stock market
performance for any week in 2019.

marginally. The housing market
shows continued strength.
“The American economy grew
by 2.9% in 2018, its best performance in three years. The surge in
growth, thanks in part to tax cuts,
was offset by decelerating consumer spending towards the end of
the year.”
Recession - When?

Economic Expansion Continues
It is important though not always easy to separate the performance of the economy from the
performance of markets. It is emotionally convenient to generalize
‘bad’ or ‘good’ news from one to
the other.
If the economy continues to
expand through the end of July of
this year, it will be the longest expansion in US history. There is
plenty of reason to believe that the
expansion will continue well beyond the end of July.
Job growth continues.
The
February employment figures were
significantly less than expected but
still positive continuing a 101
month-long run of jobs creation.
Unemployment is very low at
3.8%. Wages continue to increase

The length of the bull market
run and the vitality of the economic
expansion lead many commentators
to speculate about a Recession on
the horizon. For some the issue is
‘when’ not ‘if.’
There is ample evidence of an
“earnings” recession. That is very
different from an economic recession.
The earnings and year over
year revenue growth for many corporations are generating uneven
results in 2019. A year ago it was
not uncommon to experience quarterly earnings reports where the
majority of S&P 500 companies
met or exceeded the prior year’s
earnings. That is not the case this
year.
We are witnessing a mix of
‘hits’ and ‘misses’ on earnings and
revenue growth. It is worth re-
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membering that it is hard to
meet the high expectation of
ever increasing earnings. In
some instances simply meeting
or falling a little short of a stellar earnings quarter a year ago
is still an accomplishment.
We think it is likely that
we will continue to see the
earnings recession continue
through the next few months.
However, we are not as confident that there is evidence to
support an economic recession.
We know there are signs that
economic growth is slowing.
Good News
The resilience of markets
in the face of so much uncertainty is amazing. Each day
seems to bring more evidence
of upheaval on the public policy front. Policies, procedures
and the institutions intended to
implement them are in play in
the political arena. Part of the
nation views this as creative
disruption sweeping away the
failures of the past. Another
segment of the country views it
as evidence of gross incompetence.
We are not arguing for either perspective when observing that capital markets have
held up remarkably well in the
face of unprecedented levels of
uncertainty.
A never-ending
stream of public policy stances,
changes and reversals have
economic consequences.
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Bad News
The trade deficit is at
record highs driven up in part
by the strength of the US dollar
against other world currencies.
The new tax structure
shows little evidence of success
in encouraging US corporations
to invest in infrastructure development or new capital expenditures. The lower tax rates
and incentives encouraging the
repatriation of cash from abroad
were intended to stimulate fresh
economic activity in the U.S.
What happened? Corporations set record levels for share
buy backs. They directed the
cash towards buying back their
own shares in the open market.
In addition, many corporations
used some of the cash to increase dividend payouts.
If you are a shareholder of
record in such a corporation,
this is ‘good news.’ If you were
expecting increased economic
activity from tax incentives, it
is ‘bad news.’
Ongoing Suspense
Brexit formulas failed a
favorable reception in Parliament four times in a relatively
short span of days.
The
Mueller Report has been delivered to the Attorney General of
the US. As of this writing, the
full but redacted report is
promised to congress within a
week. Suspense in the US and
UK continues.

We do not mean to equate
the two events by mentioning
them together. Though very
different in scale and scope,
they are both examples of
democracy at work. Or more
accurately, they are both reminders that democracy is a
work in progress.
Form ADV
We are required to offer a
copy of the Form ADV disclosure document for The Rose
Inc. annually to all of our
clients. If you would like to
receive a copy let us know and
we’ll send one your way. If
you don’t need a copy and
would just like to read it, visit
our website www.theroseim.com.
As always, we are grateful for
your business.

Stephen & Susan
Thanks for reading!
You can also access our newsletters on our website www.theroseim.com.
“Past performance is no guarantee of
future returns.” This statement applies
equally to the portfolios we manage as
well as any mutual fund or individual
security discussed in this publication.
Compass Points newsletter is published
for informational purposes as periodic
communication with clients of The Rose
Inc Investment Management. Discussions
of particular investments do not constitute
recommendations to buy, sell or hold such
investments. Some content is drawn from
other sources that are presumed, but not
guaranteed, to be accurate. Nothing in
this publication should be construed as
professional advice recommending any
particular course of action to a reader.

